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Dave Bucher looks back at some little gems of experience from
his 45 years of riding and writing.

Where It All Began
They say your first bike is the one
you remember most. I think that’s
true. In my case it was a well-used,
'68 Honda CB350 that I bought from a
homeward bound ex-pat while we
were living in Nagoya, Japan, in the
early '70s. Rider training? Hell, I could
ride a bicycle couldn’t I? So I just got
on it and away I went.
There are so many stories associated with that bike that I could do a
year’s worth of Remembrances on
them alone. My wife and I rode it, usually badly overloaded, all over the
central part of Honshu, the main
Japanese island. It was a time when
many people in remote areas had
never seen a foreigner, nor had
Japan’s building modernity yet
reached those parts. So it was our
passport to the times of Admiral Perry,

Happy Days

who forced the opening of the country
in the mid-nineteenth century.
Most of our fellow gaijin chose to
travel to the standard sightseeing destinations, using conventional train or
bus transportation. But that little bike
gave us the opportunity to get far off
the beaten path and experience this
amazing country in a much more
granular fashion.
Unfortunately, things ended badly
for the bike and for our biking experience in Japan. Preparing for one
last, long and memorable road trip
before our two-year stay ended, the
opportunity arose to sell the bike to a
newly-arrived Canadian guy. I was
way too eager to ice the deal, so one
sunny afternoon I took him to a
deserted side street near our apartment. After some cursory instruction

on controls with the bike on the center
stand, I set him off on his first solo
ride. My elation at finding a buyer
instantly turned to horror as he froze
with the throttle wide open, wove
wildly down the block and slammed
into a concrete utility pole. His shattered leg put him in a Japanese hospital for a month and in a cast for half
a year. It also put an end to the bike
and that final trip we’d so looked forward to. Seems that not everyone can
just get on a motorcycle and ride. It

was a lesson that I’ve not forgotten
with the many bikes I’ve since owned
and sold.
Still, coming across this photo,
brought back a flood of positive
memories. It was good to be young
and adventurous in a strange but very
safe land. And it was gratifying to be
able to share those experiences with
my new bride, bravely hanging on the
back as we rattled around the backwaters of one of the most interesting
places on earth.

M cM ahon’s Cycle Sales Cruise-in
Beaver Falls, PA
June 13, 2015
By Dan Faingnaert
McMahon’s Cycle Sales hosted an
event as they do every year to
coincide with the city’s annual Classic
Car Cruise. Adopting a “Happy Days”
theme, music from the fifties played in
the parking lot and McMahon’s offered
complimentary
hot
dogs
and
beverages to friends and customers
who stopped by.
A number of those friends pulled
up to the curb in sleek hot rods and
classic cars. Bill McMahon got into the
spirit of the event by pulling out some
vintage iron from the warehouse and

cruising with the cars on a
Shovelhead chopper. Other riders
rode to the show, too.
In the store’s parking lot, Jeremy
Seanor, owner of Lucky Strike
Designs, was expertly practicing his
pinstriping skills. His work may be
examined at luckystrikedesigns.com.
This was the twenty-fifth, and final
year, according to statements by city
officials earlier in the year, of the car
cruise; volunteers needed to pull it off
were running thin. Jake McMahon,
however, told us a local car dealer
intends to pick it up next year and
serve as host. We hope so. It’s a fun
family event that should be preserved,
and at McMahon’s H-D, you won’t find
a better seat from which to watch the
hot rods and classic cars roll by.

Valley HOG historian Mel Bundy (left) and
McMahon’s Cycle Sales’ Bill McMahon.

Lucky Strike Designs’ Jeremy Seanor.

